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SGA negotiates
change to $30
fee proposal
MARIANNE HALE
news@chherald.com
Students and administrators
compromised to strike down a
proposed fee for students taking
more than 15 credit hours.
Student
Government
Association and university
officials agreed yesterday
to make an amendment to
a proposed fee that Board
of Regents members were
to vote on at their meeting
tomorrow, said Student
Regent Reagan Gilley.
The amendment will
eliminate an item in the
meeting’s agenda that calls
for a $30 fee in addition to
tuition for every credit hour
students take exceeding 15
hours.
Now, Western charges
students who take more than
18 hours about $300 for an
extra course.
Gilley, who is SGA’s
administrative vice president,
said officials worked out a
compromise and decided to
propose increasing the fee
students pay to add or drop
a class from $20 to $50
instead.
He said regents will have
to vote on increasing the
add/drop fee.
“I think it’s really a winwin for everyone,” Gilley
said.
SGA canceled its planned
protest to oppose the credit
hour fee because members
felt they had accomplished
their goal.
Gilley said SGA talked
to students who worried that
the $30 fee would affect
taking classes for a double
major.
He said that, by
eliminating the proposed $30
fee, students can take more
courses without worrying
about an extra charge.
Chicago
sophomore
Alyssa Conner said she’s
taken 18 hours in a semester
in the past. But she wouldn’t
have taken more than 15
hours in the future if the
regents had approved the
credit-hour fee.
President Gary Ransdell
said administrators wanted
the $30 fee to help offset
the costs of adding course
sections that might not be
needed.
He said courses fill up,
and the university might hire
new faculty members or add
sections to accommodate
the number of students who
need those courses.
But sometimes students
drop the courses, and those
extra faculty members or
sections might not be needed
anymore, Ransdell said.
“As long as it’s very easy
for students to drop and add
courses, then there’s going
to be course shopping,” he
said.
See FEE,
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Part four of a five part series on how Kentucky is coping with the recession

CODY DUTY/Herald

Louisville senior Emily Brewster (left) watches the television show “24” with her roommate Utica senior Taryn Rice in Southwest Hall on Wednesday.

Great escape
Landlords look for
innovative ways
to attract, entice
student tenants

BRIAN POWERS/Herald

Melissa Bevels, 28 left, and Megan Reely, 7, center, both of Bowling Green, watch
“Earth” at the Great Escape 12 on Earth Day, April 22, 2009. Even though the economy
has slowed down people are still making it out to the movies.

Movie theaters provide temporary relief
MAGEN MCCRAREY
diversions@chherald.com
While people are finding ways to save
money, often eliminating some leisure
activities from their weekly routines, lines at
the movie theaters and video stores remain.
The buttery scent of popcorn fills the
noses of people at the theater. As they walk
into the dimly illuminated room, they plop
down on the cushioned chairs, escaping
into an alternate reality where it seems that

their problems disappear.
Welcome to the cinematic experience.
The United States is in a recession, but
movie ticket and rental sales are rated “R”
— for recession-proof.
Jackie Clarkson, a regular moviegoer
and Middlesboro senior, said she is looking
forward to seeing the new comedy starring
funny man Seth Rogan, “Observe and
Report.”
S e e T H E AT E R S ,
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Louisville senior Emily Brewster had
the option to move off campus a couple
of years ago.
But Brewster, who is a Spirit Master
and is involved with the Baptist Campus
Ministry, chose to stay on campus.
“It’s so much easier to stay here,”
she said.
Money was also a deciding factor,
Brewster said.
Brewster has scholarships that cover
housing, she said.
But some of her friends who live off
campus are having trouble making rent,
Brewster said.
“Paying $300 plus a month when
you’re a student is a lot,” she said.
A total of 2,437 students renewed
their housing for next year as of April 7.
That’s 98 more students than the
2,339 who renewed housing last year.
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The SGA approves legislation
in support of Western extending
benefits to the domestic partners
of employees. PAGE 7
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Green Ideas
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Students awarded prizes for the best
ideas on how to make Western more
sustainable. Page 3
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And, continue to follow
the Herald’s coverage
of economic issues
throughout April.

EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com
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in the shadow of the Hill

This semester Herald
photojournalists find interesting
stories on the edges of campus.

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN
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rom little girls in ballet outfits on their way to a dance recital to
an elderly couple sitting near the fountain, the sounds of people reached
every corner of the square.
Late yesterday afternoon the clicking of spoons captured the attention of
passers-by near the alley by the Capitol Arts Center. The man known as “Spoon
Man” sang his heart out in hopes a pedestrian would drop a quarter or two into
his white bucket.
“What really gets me are people with nice cars who don’t put a quarter in my
bucket,” he said. “The Lord tells me it’s wrong to put people down but I have
only made $4 today.”
As the sun sets behind the buildings, couples passed him on their way to
dinner. As more people started dropping change in the bucket, the clicking from
spoons grew faster.
“My granddaddy taught me how to play when I was 6 and now I’m 61 years
old,” he said. “I started with wooden and as I got better played metal spoons.”
Moments after a young girl and her mother passed “Spoon Man” the little girl
ran and put a dollar bill in the bucket.
“It’s little kids with the hearts, they always know the right thing to do,” he
said.
“Spoon Man” said he’s on the square from 7 a.m. until dark.
“I’m here every day it ain’t raining but Sunday,” he said.
“Spoon Man” also known as “Rooster” has been on the square about a year,
occupying his time to keep his mind off the death of his wife, who he said died
about three years ago.
“I’ll be playing until I’m on the other side,” he said.

Crime report

Report

u A female reported on April 21 that she was the victim of
indecent exposure in Mimosa Alley in February.
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80%

Of the human brain is
made up of water.

2

9

Days is how long a cockroach can live after its head
has been cut off.

DAY
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Seconds is the length
of a goldfish’s memory
span.

Source: www.funfunnyfacts.com

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
every column
and every 3x3 box
contains the digits
1 through 9
with no repeats.
Solution, tips
and computer
program
at www.sudoku.
com
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The Style of Your Life.

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Western alumnus Seth Cude announces the winners of the Innovation in Sustainability endowment
student contest during Western’s 2009 Earth Day Festival on DUC South Lawn. Ryan McPeak, a senior
from Collierville, Tenn., took first place in the contest with his idea to replace Western’s diesel busses
with electric substitutes.

Sustainability contest
winners announced
JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com
Busses, algae, the Internet
and water heaters could make
campus more sustainable
thanks to ideas from some
Western students.
Winners of the WKU
Student
Contest
for
Innovation in Sustainability
were announced at the Earth
Day Festival on DUC South
Lawn Wednesday.
Students submitted 38 ideas,
said Seth Cude, a Western
alumnus who helped with the
contest.
“There were so many ideas,”
he said. “We were pleasantly
surprised.”
The contest was sponsored by the Innovation in
Sustainability Endowment,
said Cude, who works with the
endowment this semester.
Biology Project Specialist
Ouida Meier said she was
impressed by the detail of the
submissions.
“We’re excited by the
breadth and creativity in the
projects we received,” she
said.
Ryan McPeak, a senior
from Collierville, Tenn., won

Fee

Continued

from front page

Ann Mead, vice president
for finance and administration,
said students could be taking
away spots from other students
who need a class when they
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first place and $500 for his Lauren Nelson, Frankfort
idea to replace Western’s die- senior Daniel C. Brown and
sel shuttle busses with electric Monticello sophomore Jordan
busses that use solar power, Steele won honorable menCude said.
tions, Cude said.
Bowling Green senior Chase
Meier said there were good
Goff and Bowling Green grad- projects not recognized with
uate student Tom Cannon won awards.
second place and $300 for a
She said officials will work
plan for an algae farm to cre- with students to help make
ate biofuel, Cude said.
their ideas happen.
Algae can be used to create
Provost Initiatives for
more biofuel than other crops Excellence grants, along with
because it replenishes itself other grants, could fund some
quickly, he said.
projects, she said.
Third place and
Cude said some
$100 went to Brett
of the projects don’t
Meyer, a senior from
require any money
Boonville, Ind., and
and are already
Morgantown senior
being discussed.
Bobby Lindsey for
Interest earned
an idea to track dorm
from the endowenergy use and dis— Seth Cude ment paid for the
play it online, Cude
contest prizes,
Alumnus
said.
Meier said.
Lindsey
said
The fund was
starting the program would created last fall with $40,000
cost money, but could save Western won in the Chase Go
about $100,000 over time.
Green Contest.
Mario Hoang, a freshman
The money will be matched
from Collin, Texas, won fourth by the state’s Bucks for Brains
place and $100 for an idea to endowment match program
lower dorm water tempera- for a total of $80,000 in the
tures to reduce energy costs, sustainability endowment,
Cude said.
said Cude, who helped get the
Bowling Green senior matching grant.

"Bluefish" in linen oat.
Women's 6-10M. $75.

“There were so
many ideas. We
were pleasantly
surprised.”

register for classes and later
drop them.
Conner said she doesn’t like
the idea of being charged extra
to drop classes.
She said she’s dropped a
class before because she didn’t
like the instructor’s teaching
style.
“We should be able to

HOURS: MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.;
SUNDAY 12 NOON - 6 P.M. GREENWOOD

drop classes if we don’t feel
comfortable,” she said.
Mead said other universities
have tried to increase the
penalty for dropping courses,
but haven’t seen a change in
student behavior.
But she said administrators
were willing to try it at
Western.
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OTTOMS

TOPS to Earth
Day

BOTTOMS to
being in school for
a couple weeks
longer than other
state schools.

TOPS to maybe
having a home
track meet.

BOTTOMS to
jinxing the home
track meet by
mentioning it.
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Opinion
EDITORIAL

Domestic partners deserve benefits too
The issue: Western doesn’t have a
system in place that would extend health
benefits to domestic partners. The Student
Government Association passed a resolution Tuesday supporting the benefits.
Our view: Western should take a proactive step in this matter and grant benefits to domestic partners.
A domestic partnership is a relationship between two people who live
together and share financial resources and
responsibilities.
In 2007, bills came before the General
Assembly that attempted to prohibit giving domestic partners of state institutions

health benefits.
None of the bills passed.
The University of Louisville granted
benefits to its employees in 2006.
Since the issue first came up for discussion, President Gary Ransdell hasn’t taken
a stand on the issue, saying that Western
will follow the General Assembly.
And while it’s a good thing to abide
by state law — there is currently no law
in place in Kentucky that prevents giving
domestic partners health benefits.
If Western officials really want to be a
“leading university,” then we need to be
leaders. Western should be taking proac-

tive steps in making policy changes, not
reactive ones.
This issue isn’t something that has to
be moral or political. It’s one that reflects
the changing demographic of the United
States.
This isn’t a gay vs. straight issue. Both
homosexual and heterosexual couples
would benefit from such a policy change.
Often, people try to make this an issue
about same-sex relationships because
people in same-sex relationships are the
most likely to be affected.
But, domestic partnerships are becoming increasingly common among same-

sex and opposite-sex couples alike.
Western, as a state institution, should
be seeking to include and aid as many
people as possible.
By limiting who can have health benefits, we’re also limiting the faculty and
staff we attract to Western.
Officials need to make sure that everyone at Western is given equal treatment,
and that includes non-traditional families.
This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald’s 10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

SGA works to answer
students’ concerns
Regan Gilley

Current Student Regent

Kevin Smiley

Student Regent-Elect

TOPS to spring
weather for a
straight week.
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You have a voice at this university.
When SGA asked about an underhanded fee dealt to those
taking more than 15 hours, the administration was initially at
odds with our position against it.
So, we kept asking and you did too. Thousands of signatures
later and several meetings later, the change happened: the administration has dropped their support for the $30 fee on every hour
taken that exceeds 15 hours. It was a compromise between the
administration and the students. This compromise will be taken
to the Board of Regents this Friday, where our joint endorsement
should reach fruition.
Class shopping is a problem that affects all of us students.
When we sign up for classes, the university must assume we will
take the class. However, when a small percentage of us purposefully sign up for too many classes with the intention of dropping
one the whole time, we cheat our peers, who are forced to share
the price difference, and our faculty, who want to teach to the
most effective class sizes possible.
Our classes are smaller here at Western and we’re proud of
that. To continue that tradition, the relatively small population
of students who do class shop will have to work on modifying
our behavior, which will now be dealt a $50 fee for every course
dropped after the first two weeks. This $50 fee, an increase
over the current $20 fee, will more specifically target those who
do not follow policy and do so at a cost less than the potential
$90 that was proposed for that extra three hour class exceeding
15 hours. With this system, those who do not shop will not be
affected, a victory for the thousands of academic achievers who
wish to have double majors, engage in tough disciplines and
genuinely go above and beyond the requirements.
While we are proud of the good work SGA and the students
were able to accomplish with this fee, we still have more work
to do. SGA will stand against the 4 percent tuition increase and
will work hard to present our case before the Board of Regents
during the meeting tomorrow.
We thank you for your support in this endeavor and we look
forward to continuing the conversation about the issues with you.
Together, we will better the Hill.
This commentary does not represent the opinion of the Herald
or the university.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Constitution should protect rights
Are we still protected by the U.S. Constitution?
I recently read the official report issued by the
Department for Homeland Security about the April 15
Tea Parties. I didn’t need air conditioning — the report
sent a chill up my back.
Americans of all stripes, liberals and conservatives;
black, white, yellow and red; Democrats, Republicans,
Independents and Socialists were all in attendance; yet
the DHS report says the Tea Parties were all done by

right-wing extremists, and represent a threat to U.S.
security.
I didn’t know exercising one’s right of free speech
was now considered criminal. And now the U.S.
Congress is considering a bill to label pastors who
preach that homosexual activity is sinful as hate speech
and a crime.
What happened to freedom of religion?
It doesn’t matter if you are for or against gay rights
— the idea of criminalizing any church’s stand on the
subject goes against the U.S. Constitution! Are we now

the new USSR?
Of course, some have been trying to do away with
the Second Amendment for many years.
Hitler’s Brown Shirts achieved each of these things
in the years leading up to the Holocaust.
Does this country belong to the American people, or
to a select few in Washington?
When good men do nothing, evil prevails.
Edmond V. Schwab Sr.
Woodburn alumnus

SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters
and commentaries
on topics of public
interest. Here are a few
guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries should be 700-800
words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized
work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in
every edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for
style, grammar, length and
clarity. The Herald does NOT
print libelous submissions.

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those of
Western’s employees
or of its administration.
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CAMPUS LIFE

Miss Omega
Pageant spotlights
plus-size women
COLLEEN STEWART
diversions@chherald.com
Tugging their gentlemen
escorts by the ties, the
contestants of the “Miss
Omega 2009” pageant
sauntered past the red
velvet curtains of Downing
University Center theater beautiful, black and full of
curves.
The Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., brothers
hosted the third annual event.
“We have the competition
to show love for full-figured
women,” said Jessie Quinn,
Gamma
Theta
chapter
president. “We want women
of size to know that they are
beautiful, too.”
The contestants competed
in different showcases that
included business attire,
social attire and lingerie as
smoke tangled in the air and
strobe lights flashed.
Shouts of support and
excitement from the crowd
intensified throughout the
three-hour event. The ‘90s
music theme brought the
crowd to their feet, dancing,
between showcases.
After an intermission, they
graced the stage to exhibit
their talents, answer questions
and flaunt their evening
gowns.
They are judged based on
poise, talent and speaking,
according to judge DeAnna
Coles, an alumna of Western
and Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
“Beauty cannot be defined

by one definition,” said
contestant Jasmine “Mija”
Garrett, a freshman from San
Diego. “I learned you have to
define beauty … you can’t let
it define you.”
Louisville freshman Kelsie
Price burst into a smile as
the announcers revealed
that she was voted “Miss
Congeniality” by the other
contestants.
Price was diagnosed with
leukemia in 2003 and lost
a significant amount of hair
from her treatments.
“Look at me now,”
she said. “My beauty is
undeniable, I have learned to
accept myself.”
Draped in a glistening
slick fuchsia gown, contestant
Kellyn Campbell, a Bowling
Green freshman accepted the
rhinestone-encrusted crown
and title of “Miss Omega
2009” as well as a plaque
engraved with the title “Miss
Perseverance,” awarded for
raising the most advertising
funds for the event.
With the title, she will
receive a scholarship and the
responsibility of representing
the fraternity and women of
Western for a year.
“Behold, I am far from
perfection, but I’ve pushed
past the pain,” she said on
stage during her personal
narrative. “I am divine,
inspiring, virtuous, anointed,
determined, independent,
vibrant, with great ambitions.
I’m so honored to represent
plus-sized women.”

C A M P U S

RYAN STONE/Herald

(Above) Last year’s Miss
Omega, Angela Oliver, congratulates Bowling Green
freshman Kellyn Campbell on
winning this year’s pageant.
Campbell also won Miss
Perseverance for raising the
most money.
(Left) Elizabethtown freshman
Jasmine Garrett, Paducah
freshman Breia Stubblefield
and Louisville freshman
Kelsie Price look out the
curtain before the start of
the third annual Miss Omega
pageant in Downing University
Center on Wednesday night.
Each contestant chose an
attribute which was printed on
their shirt to represent their
personality.
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Every year college students
or their parents gather tax
documents and snuggle up to
computers or a pen and paper to
fill out a 16-page financial aid
application.
But a financial aid association
wants to cut down the time an
applicant spends with the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid.
The National Association
of Student Financial Aid
Administrators
announced
recommendations this week that
include making the financial aid
application process simpler and
increasing need-based grant
money, NASFAA President
Phil Day said.
The
recommendations,
in a document called “The
National Conversation Initiative
Preliminary Recommendations,”
were sent to President Barack
Obama’s administration and
to financial aid administrators
across the country, he said.
On the FAFSA, applicants
plug in their income from tax
documents to find their expected
family contribution, Day said.
The report suggests using tax
information the Internal Revenue
Service already has to find a
student’s eligibility for different
types of financial aid—cutting
down on questions for applicants.
Day said the number of
questions on the application keeps
many students from applying.
Those discouraged students

Proposed FAFSA changes
The National Association
of Student Financial Aid
Administrators’ recent financial
aid report includes suggestions
such as:
Increasing the Pell Grant to 70
percent of the cost of tuition and
fees and room and board
Decreasing the number
of questions on the Free
Application For Federal Student
Aid
Making people receiving
government assistance, such
as food stamps, automatically
eligible for the Pell Grant
Creating a new student loan
program that includes the best
aspects of the Direct Loan,
Federal Family Education Loan
and Perkins Loan programs
Creating a grant program for
graduate students in high-need
job areas as defined by states
Source: The National
Conversation Initiative
Preliminary Recommendations

out with the adapted report in
the fall, he said.
Day said the association
wants to be prepared by January
2010 to write legislation to turn
its suggestions into laws.

News brief

Fresh Food operating
on regular hours again

Fresh Food Company is back
to its normal schedule and menu
after being closed Tuesday
morning.
Fresh Food was closed
because the main building drain
was clogged, Auxiliary Services
Director Gary Meszaros said.
Dining services workers

C Y
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are usually the ones who need
financial aid the most, he said.
Flip Stevenson, a senior
from Memphis, Tenn., said
the FAFSA has too many
unnecessary questions.
But Stevenson, who filed
his FAFSA this year, said he
doesn’t think the number of
questions discourages people
from applying.
The report also suggests
excusing people who receive
government assistance, such as
food stamps, from filling out
the application. They would be
automatically eligible for the
need-based Pell Grant.
The report recommends
increasing the Pell Grant to cover
70 percent of the average cost
of tuition and fees and room and
board, which is $18,327 for fouryear public universities, Day said.
The maximum Pell Grant
is $5,350 now, he said. The
report recommends it increase
to $12,900.
Provost Barbara Burch said
a high percentage of Western
students are eligible for Pell
Grants. Increasing the grant
could help reduce loans students
have to take out or reduce the
hours they have to work.
She said it’s hard for students
to focus on schoolwork when
they have to worry about getting
money to pay for school.
Day said the association will
incorporate suggestions from
people who got the report.
“Now, we’re going to do a
reality check,” he said.
The association will come
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couldn’t use the sinks in Fresh
Food because they were backing
up, Dining Services Director
Tim Colley said.
Facilities Management had
fixed the problem by late Tuesday,
he said.
“They got it cleared up as
fast as they possibly could,”
Colley said.
Someone noticed the problem
on Monday night during dinner

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

service when a sink wouldn’t
drain, Meszaros said.
Colley said he wasn’t sure
what caused the problem.
Dining services offered a
limited menu in Fresh Food after
it reopened on Tuesday, he said.
The problem didn’t affect
RedZone or other parts of the
building, Colley said.
— Josh Moore
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CAMPUS GOVERNMENT

SGA passes resolution supporting
domestic partner benefits

MARY BARCZAK
news@chherald.com

t

Legislation at the Student
Government Association meeting dealt with extending benefits
and opening doors.
SGA passed a resolution supporting domestic partner benefits
at Western and a bill to install an
automatic door opener on campus at its meeting Tuesday.
The resolution encourages
Western’s administration to
extend insurance and pension
benefits to domestic partners of
Western employees.
The resolution states the
Human Rights Campaign
defines domestic partners as
“two individuals who are in a
long-term committed relationship and are responsible for each
other’s financial and emotional
well-being.”
Chief of Staff Brittany-Ann
Wick said 16 senators voted for
the resolution, one voted against
it and one abstained.
Executive Vice President
Skylar Jordan, author of the bill,
said it’s time for Western to
respect its employees and help

them out.
He said he was pleased the
resolution passed, and his goal
now is to get the support of the
University Senate and faculty
members.
President Gary Ransdell said
he hasn’t seen or read the resolution.
He said the university doesn’t
have a position on it, and the
matter hasn’t received formal
discussion.
Ransdell said the issue would
have to go before Western’s benefits committee.
The bill to purchase an automatic door opener passed unanimously.
SGA President Kayla Shelton,
author of the bill, said there’s
been a cry for accessibility on
campus, and she wanted to do
something about it.
She said doors at some places
on campus, such as the fine arts
center, are hard for people who
use wheelchairs to open.
Shelton originally wanted to
put in several doors, but each
of them cost from $8,000 to
$10,000, she said.
Shelton said she doesn’t

know where the door will be
placed yet.
Administrative Vice President
Reagan Gilley said the funding
will come from the left over
money from organizational aid
and from money for campus
improvements.
Jordan also announced during
his officer report that he’s canceling SGA’s spring banquet.
He said he doesn’t feel comfortable spending thousands of
dollars on SGA for the banquet.
“We need to be spending it on
the students,” Jordan said about
SGA money.
He said if SGA members still
want to have a banquet, they can
write legislation supporting it.
The senate also nominated
candidates for speaker of the
senate next year.
Louisville sophomore Wade
Pierce and Greensburg freshman
Ronnie Santana, both senators,
were nominated.
Santana’s nomination is
pending his acceptance because
he wasn’t at the meeting.
The senate will vote for the
position at its next meeting,
Jordan said.

The professorships are prestigious faculty positions, said Tom
Hiles, vice president for institutional advancement.
The board will be asked to
approve using state money to
match private donations for two
professorships, he said.
Each donation was $500,000,
according to the agenda.
• Adding new majors and
minors.
New majors up for approval
include middle grades mathematics and middle school science
education, according to the agenda.
New minors include sustainability, creative writing and professional writing, according to

the agenda.
Provost Barbara Burch said
the majors and minors have been
worked on for a while.
She said she thinks the board
will approve all of them.
• The board was to vote on a
fee that would charge students
$30 in addition to tuition for
every credit hour exceeding 15
hours.
However, after discussions
between Students Government
Association officials and
administrators, Student Regent
Reagan Gilley plans to amend
that item, therefore eliminating
the proposed fee, Gilley said.

News brief

Board of Regents to meet
Friday morning
The Board of Regents will meet
at 9 a.m. Friday in the Cornelius
A. Martin Regents Room in Mass
Media and Technology Hall.
The board will vote on several
items including:
• Approving tuition rates.
The board will be asked to
approve the 2009-2010 tuition
rates, which reflect a 4 percent
increase in tuition. The increase
brings resident undergraduate
tuition to $3,465 for next semester, according to the meeting’s
agenda.
• Matching funds for endowed
professorships.
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ACADEMICS

The good,
the bad and
the Susan
Jennifer Dooper

diversions@chherald.com
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of the audience sarcastically
whistled at her, clapping and
laughing unabashedly while
Simon Cowell asked her about
herself.
Responding
nervously
but smiling, she plowed on,
despite the eye-rolls of several
onlookers.
Once the song began,
however, her rich tones quieted
the laughter and turned it into
heart-felt applause. Suddenly,
instead of skeptically doubting
the nerve of this caterpillareyebrowed woman without
a
chin,
everyone
was
enthusiastically cheering her
on. In a matter of seconds, it
seemed, the audience was eager
to cover its tracks, ready to
forget the mere moments before
in which it had ridiculed her.
Indeed, with the “cheeky
grin”— as Simon says — that
she puts on before she unleashes
her talent, Ms. Boyle seems to
know that we think she’s about
as far from the pop culture train
as the sun is from the earth.
She proves she shines just as
brightly.
The sad part is, of course,
that her light wasn’t noticed
before she began to sing; we all
chose to keep our eyes in the
dark, hidden behind ageist and
weightist walls. Before knowing
anything about her, we decided
that she wasn’t worth our time,
thinking, “What is a woman
who looks like her doing on
stage?”
Well, I’ve watched the video
five times now, and the words
to her song seem to explain.
“I dreamed that love would
never die,” she belts, her smile
radiating.
I know exactly what she was
doing on stage.
She was singing.

ts

Before yesterday, if I had
wanted to spark a discussion
on discrimination I would have
brought up one of three topics:
race, religion or gender. In each
of these conversations, I would
have tried to maintain a nonracist, non-sexist and religious
non-bigoted position. Indeed,
in these issues — perhaps
because they are so relevant in
our pluralistic society — I have
worked very hard to have an
open mind. But in focusing on
them, I fear that I have forgotten
about the other ways that we are
prone to judge one another.
Susan Boyle helped me
remember.
For anyone who has been
online in the past week, Ms.
Boyle is the latest YouTube
sensation. A 47-year-old single,
unemployed British woman
from a “collection of villages”
where she lives with her mother,
she is one of many contestants
on the show Britain’s Got
Talent. In a vibrato-filled
performance of Les Miserables’
“I Dreamed a Dream” in the
contest’s first round, this neverbeen-married,
never-beenkissed middle ager managed to
wow my ears and open my
eyes to prejudices I didn’t
know I suffered from: Ageism.
Weightism. Appearance-based
discrimination.
And by the reaction of the
crowd, I knew I wasn’t alone.
When Ms. Boyle took her
place upon the stage in front
of her fellow Brits, I couldn’t
help but cringe for her. Donned
in a dress fit for a 60-yearold woman on Easter morning
with white pumps to match,
her rotund figure screamed
everything but belonging in the
fast-paced glittering world of
popular entertainment. Members

ot

said the majors that focus
on international issues are
important for American
students today.
“To not understand the
interdependence of the planet
today is not only unfortunate,
it’s a handicap,” he said.
An international affairs
major will help students
prepare for careers with
foreign relations organizations,
international
non-profit
agencies and government
agencies, among others,
Ardrey said.
President Gary Ransdell said
the major provides Western
with another avenue to achieve
its overall goals as well.
“We’re serious about
this ‘with international
reach’ wording in our vision
statement,” he said.

Sc

The scent of egg rolls and
samosas filled the third-floor
lobby of Grise Hall Tuesday.
Flags from countries around
the world hung in the windows,
tinting the sunlight red, blue
and green as students took
advantage of their first official
chance to ask questions about
a new major.
About
100
students
attended the launch of the
political science department’s
international affairs major,
said Saundra Ardrey, political
science department head.
“More and more of
students are realizing that they
are global citizens, and they
want to be able to understand
different political systems and

cultures,” she said.
Students can’t officially
declare the major until fall, but
they can enroll in the required
classes for the major now,
Ardrey said.
She said she expects about
50 to 100 students to declare
the major next semester.
The department needed to
create only one new course
for the major because the
curriculum is interdisciplinary,
she said.
International
affairs
majors will take economics,
geography,
history,
communication and foreign
language classes along with
political science classes and a
new senior colloquia course,
Ardrey said.
Chief
International
Officer Cornell Menking
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Appalachian Cultural Project

ACADEMICS

New class of academy
students chosen
MANDY SIMPSON
news@chherald.com
Jordan Jones, an Academy of
Math and Science junior from
Fort Wright, has two pieces
of advice for the new class of
academy students accepted last
week.
“Study,” she said. “Also,
learn to do your laundry.”
The class of 60 high school
sophomores will come to the
academy next year from 34
counties, Academy Director
Tim Gott said.
Students from 87 of
Kentucky’s 120 counties
will have attended or will be
attending the academy when the
new class arrives, he said.
Julia Roberts, director of
the Center for Gifted Studies,
said she’s proud that the
academy attracted students
from counties across the state.
“That’s what we want,”
she said. “It’s a school for the
state.”
The most students in the
academy’s first two years
came from Bowling Green and
nearby Hardin County, Gott
said. But Boone County had
the most incoming students this
year.
“I was very surprised and
pleased that a county three
hours away had such a large
representation,” he said.
The academy’s growing
applicant pool may allow for
a wider representation of
counties, Gott said.
When the academy opened in
fall 2007, 100 incoming juniors
applied. Last year, 130 applied,
he said.
This year, 160 students applied,
creating more competition and
raising admissions standards,
Gott said.
“It’s an amazing group of

kids,” he said.
Incoming students had an
average 3.9 grade point average
at their high schools and an
average ACT score of 28.7, he
said.
Jones said some academy
students lose sight of academic
responsibility once they arrive.
“A lot of people get here and
are so excited to meet so many
other people like them that they
forget what they are here to do,”
she said.
The students who focus
on school have encouraged
Western to set high expectations
for incoming academy students,
Gott said.
He said many students
have taken upper level courses
within their interests, and
administrators will encourage
incoming students to engage in
research projects and compete
for national awards and
scholarships.
This year, several academy
students achieved national
recognition, including Dalton
Hubble, an academy senior from
Rineyville, who won the Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship for
his science research, Gott said.
“We’ve kind of set the
standard this year that we can
do that,” he said.
Current academy students
have also paved the way for
incoming students to integrate
smoothly with college students,
Gott said.
“I really think there was
some fear at the front end that
academy kids would take away
opportunities from students,” he
said.
But academy students have
proven that isn’t the case, Gott
said.
“For the most part, we’ve
integrated like any other
program,” he said.
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“Her nose is so soft,” Christian Collins says as he nuzzles with Ginger, one of his family’s horses.
Collins, along with his younger sister, Pammy, live with their grandparents on a farm in Whitesburg.

T

he Appalachian Cultural
Project takes place in
Eastern Kentucky every
year. During Spring Break,
a group of photojournalism students
traveled to Whitesburg, where they set
out to find stories in the community.
The workshop teaches students
how to truthfully and respectfully
represent the culture of Eastern

Kentucky through still photographs
and multimedia projects, while at the
same time countering the stereotypes.
Students shoot all day, usually
starting before daylight, and return to
camp for a nightly critique that focuses
on the pictures they shot that day.
ACP is a learning experience more
than anything, and often leads to longlasting friendships between the students

and the people in their stories.
Above the Coal is a collection
of photographs that represent the
community of Whitesburg that were
taken at ACP this year.
The gallery is on display in Mass
Media and Technology Hall.
Barnett, a photojournalism student,
participated in the week-long project.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE STUDY ABROAD WINNERS!
There were five winners!
Four $500 scholarships
And...
One full scholarship winner
in the amount of $4,250

AND THE WINNERS ARE:
Ellen M. Schiltz
Won amount of: $500
Jessie Magee
Won amount of: $500

Farhat Hamidullah
In the amount of: $4,250

Jesse Kirby
Won amount of: $500
Lesley Greenwell
Won amount of: $500

CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU ALL!
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Economics Department
Chair William Davis said he
hasn’t seen any data proving
the economic climate has
caused a change in local rental
prices.
But
several
campus
apartment complexes in
Bowling Green are lowering
rent and offering promotional
deals to attract students, said
Tabitha Daniels, leasing
professional for The Gables.
“The traffic lately has sort
of slumped,” she said.
The Gables has had several
students who had to get out
of leases early because their
parents lost jobs or the students
couldn’t afford to pay rent
anymore, Daniels said.
Those students have the
option of finding people to
sublease their rooms, she said.
Daniels said some students
who couldn’t pay rent opted
to go home, get a job and mail
in their rent without actually
living in their apartment.
The Gables lowered its
monthly rent and the renewal
rate for returning students, she
said.
The rent for this fall for
The Gables, which offers
four-bedroom, two-bathroom
apartments, is $324 per person
per month, according to the
apartment complex’s Web site.
Daniels said The Gables
also redecorated the model
apartments to make them
more attractive to potential
residents.
Students often wait until
the last minute to sign leases,
said Teresa Tucker, leasing
coordinator for Campus
Pointe.
“It often depends on grades
and whether or not they’re
getting scholarships, and
usually they’re just looking
around,” she said.
Tucker said she’s noticed a
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Russellville junior Emily Martin (left) and Louisville senior Emily Brewster (right) perform their
daily walk around campus as they stride up Normal Street on Wednesday.
decrease in interested students
in the past few months.
But she’s not alone, she
said.
“We’re down in our
numbers, but so is everyone
else,” Tucker said.
Campus Pointe has been
doing heavy advertising and
promotional deals to try to
bring in more students, Tucker
said.
Students who tour Campus
Pointe are entered to win free
rent for a year, she said.
The rent for Campus Pointe,
which offers two-bedroom,
two-bathroom and threebedroom,
three-bathroom
apartments, starts at $239 per
person per month, according to
the apartment complex’s Web
site.
Lydia
Houghland,
a
sophomore
from
Santa
Claus, Ind., lives at Campus
Pointe. She said living off
campus has helped her learn
responsibility.
“It’s very hard to put in
enough time at work to make
rent and to put in enough time
at school to make the grades,”

she said.
But Houghland likes the
freedom of having her own
place, she said.
John Copeland, property
manager for Chandler Property
Management, said the company
is trying to be flexible and
work with its customers if they
can’t make payments on time.
Chandler
Property
Management owns several
different apartment complexes
in Bowling Green, including
Covington Oaks, according to
its Web site.
But
some
apartment
complexes aren’t feeling
the negative effects of the
recession.
Sherri Grissom, leasing
coordinator for The Registry
Apartments, said she hasn’t
noticed much of a difference
in student leases in the past
year.
“We’re right at our numbers
from last year,” she said.
The Registry has kept its
rent the same, Grissom said.
The Registry offers twobedroom,
two-bathroom
apartments starting at $490

per person per month and
four-bedroom, four-bathroom
apartments starting at $395 per
person per month.
Nell Tomlin, manager of
the Fairways at Hartland, said
the apartments and townhouses
there don’t necessarily cater to
students.
Less than 10 percent of the
residents of the Fairways at
Hartland are students, Tomlin
said.
But the students who are
there seem to be there to stay,
she said.
“We haven’t lost a student
yet due to the economy,”
Tomlin said. “We’re not
feeling it as much as some.”
However, some other
members of the Fairways at
Hartland community have lost
their jobs, she said.
They’re still liable for their
rent, she said.
The Fairways at Hartland
has five different floor plans
for one-, two- and threebedroom apartments and
townhouses, from $530 to
$1,205 per month, according
to its Web site.

from front page

“It’s a great way to escape
daily life,” she said. “Just
everyday ruts, money problems,
relationship problems,” she
continued.
It isn’t a proven fact that
light-hearted films are grossing
more at the box office or at
rental stores, but they are a
popular alternative, Associate
Economics Professor Brian
Strow said.
With gas prices slowly
increasing after they dropped
a few months ago, traveling
can be very expensive. People
may be trying to stay closer to
home looking for an escape, and
movies may be that substitution,
Strow said.
Technology is improving,
and getting a movie is as simple
as the push of a button or click
of a mouse.
Redbox and Netflix are
cheap, popular ways people
are getting the cinematic
experience at home. Redbox
is conveniently located for the
college student on the go at local
Wal-Mart and McDonald’s
locations.
“I use Netflix because I can
pay $8 a month and get as
many movies as I want, plus as
much instant watch as I want,”
Clarkson said.
Strow said he and his wife
are average moviegoers.
That is about $18 without
going to the concessions. If you
just buy a movie for $19.95
on DVD, you can watch it an
infinite number of times, Strow
rationalized.
“People go to the movie

theaters for the ‘big screen
experience’ than the movie
itself,” he said.
Clarkson confesses she
doesn’t think she does it
consciously, but she’s sure
the reason she has watched
more comedies and romantic
comedies lately is because it
helps when her morale is low.
“Confessions
of
a
Shopaholic” in theaters now,
was highly anticipated by
readers of the bestselling novel
by Sophie Kinsella. It’s about
an extravagant spender who
accumulates a large amount
of credit card debt until her
card is declined at a high-end
boutique.
It opened on President’s Day
weekend with a disappointing
$15.07 million.
“People don’t want to watch
someone else overextend their
budget while they have the
same problem,” Strow said.
“They would rather watch a
movie about a millionaire — a
kid who suddenly gets rich!” he
said jokingly.
He said more serious movies
would seem to have a harder
sell if people are going to watch
them for an escape — they want
a happy story.
“Evidence of that is when my
wife says ‘If we are going to the
movies, it better be one where I
can laugh,’” Strow said.
According to Strow, movies
came into the Great Depression
and took off. On average, there
have been seven recessions
throughout America’s history,
he estimated.
Despite
the
changing
economy, Strow said “movies
give people the escape,
physically and mentally, to
fantasize about another life.”

CREATIVE
DIRECTOR
Applicants must...
- Know how to use a Mac.
- Be proficient in:
Photoshop
InDesign
Illustrator
- Be a leader.
- Work well with others.
- Meet Deadlines.
- Have good time
management skills.
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CAMPUS LIFE

BEYOND THE HILL

Students gather in
Nashville for Invisible
Children events
will decorate their cars and
carpool to Nashville, said IC
member Jordan Quinn, a Paris
Saturday, Western students sophomore.
The event begins at 3
in the Invisible Children
chapter will be abducted in p.m. They will sign in and
Nashville. They won’t be meet other participants at the
alone. Students will congregate Centennial Park in front of
in 100 different cities in nine the Parthenon before walking
countries to abduct themselves to the metaphorical Lord’s
in remembrance of kidnapped Resistance Army camp at the
child soldiers who are forced to Bicentennial Capitol Mall
fight in the Lord’s Resistance State Park.
Stephanie
Garrett,
a
Army in Uganda.
Joseph Kony, the leader of Scottsville sophomore, said
the rebel army, is responsible they plan to spend the night
for the deaths of countless in Nashville, whether they are
civilians in the last 23 years, rescued or not.
The students will march
said IC president Paul Sanford,
holding a rope, much like how
a Franklin sophomore.
Owensboro
sophomore the abducted children are lined
Kate Mischel said Ugandan up and tied together, Mischel
children live an uncertain life, said.
“We welcome everyone to
and they are in danger of being
come.” Mischel said that people
kidnapped every day.
“I just don’t understand why should go to “The Rescue”
people aren’t more involved,” with a friend to make them
more comfortable. Participants
she said.
Those participating in the are asked to donate $5. They
IC event, “The Rescue,” will will write letters and create art
remain abducted until a major projects while seeking media
media source and a celebrity or attention.
Sanford said the goal of
a politician shows up.
“We will not leave until these “The Rescue” is to raise
awareness and
two conditions are
pressure the nine
met, whether it
governments to
takes three hours
If you go
end the war and
or three days,”
bring the child
Sanford said. “Of
What: Invisible
soldiers home.
course, people can
Children abduction
“Students
leave if they need
should
go
to, but Invisible
When: 3 p.m.,
because this is
Children is asking
Saturday, April 25
just one night
that no one leave
out of the year
until the two
Where: Centennial
where they can
conditions
are
Park in Nashville
do something
met.”
for
someone
At 11:30 a.m.
else, for the
on Saturday, the
IC chapter will meet in the children,” Sanford said. “And
parking lot between Diddle there is strength in numbers,
Arena and the Downing so we need as many people
University Center. They as possible to go.”

COLE CLAYBOURN
news@chherald.com
For many blood donors this
week, a fear of needles took a
back seat to a bigger cause.
The annual Greek Week
Blood Drive began Monday and
lasted until Wednesday at the
Preston Center.
The event was a competition
during Western’s Greek Week.
A flat-screen TV will be
given to the fraternity and
sorority that donated the most
blood.
But that wasn’t why some
Greeks wanted to give blood.
Louisville freshman Billy
Moore, a member of FarmHouse
fraternity, said his grandmother
is in the hospital, which made
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him think about the importance
of giving blood.
If I ever needed blood, I’d
want someone to donate for
me,” he said. “It’s the least I
could do to help.”
Moore, along with many
other students, was giving blood
for the first time.
Louisville freshman Sarah
Pope, a member of Alpha Delta
Pi sorority and first time donor,
said she’s terrified of needles.
“But I wanted to do something
that could help save a life,” she
said. “It’s something everyone
should do.”
Louisville
freshman
Stephanie Romano, also a
member of the ADPis, was
also donating blood for the first
time.
“It’s really important to help

people out when they need
it,” she said just before giving
blood. “I’m nervous, but I’m
just going to suck it up.”
Bowling Green sophomore
Joseph Martin said he was
donating to help his girlfriend’s
sorority for the competition, but
he was happy that his blood could
help save three to five lives.
To give blood, students
had to first read through an
eligibility list to determine if
they could donate, said Brittany
Durham, donor recruitment
representative for the American
Red Cross.
Donors then filled out their
health history, where they were
checked for anemia. Their blood
pressure was taken to determine
if their levels were adequate for
donating, Durham said.

The donated blood will be
distributed to several hospitals in
the surrounding area, she said.
Durham said she hasn’t
donated in past years, but was
planning on doing so this year.
“It’s such a big drive, and
I just wanted to help beat last
year’s results,” she said.
Last year’s drive produced
1,260 pints of blood.
Durham said the Greek
organizations were recruiting
students to donate blood because
it’s a competition.
“That’s been helping our
numbers tremendously,” she
said.
Winners and the amount of
blood donated will be announced
on Sunday, said Poole junior La
Darra Starkey, who ran one of
the tables at the blood drive.
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Students participate in Greek Week blood drive

▼

KATIE SIMPSON/Herald

The American Red Cross hosted a blood drive Tuesday and Wednesday in the Preston Center. Sororities and fraternities competed to see which one could give the most blood; the winner will get a flat- screen TV. Students were offered snacks and sodas while
giving blood. The process of donating takes about an hour.
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TABITHA WAGGONER
diversions@chherald.com
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TRACK & FIELD

Toppers prepare for Western set to host track meet Saturday
Red-White scrimmage
On the entry ballot are teams
from the Sun Belt Conference,
Southeastern Conference and
Missouri Valley Conference.
The University of Louisville
is sending a select group to
Western, and Eastern Kentucky
University will be competing at
the invitational.
Thanks to the past, Jenkins
said, it wasn’t hard to attract
some big names for this
weekend’s meet.
“People know we have a
program apt for holding a track
meet,” Jenkins said. “Prior
to us being moved out of the
football stadium, we had a good
reputation for hosting meets.”
Throwing coach Craig
Morehead said storm damage
won’t affect any events this

JONATHAN LINTNER
sports@chherald.com

MIKE STUNSON
sports@chherald.com
Fans will notice many
changes during Saturday’s RedWhite scrimmage, including the
new turf on the field and a new
quarterback for the Toppers.
Among the changes, Western
will hold its first scrimmage
Saturday as a bowl-eligible
member of the Football Bowl
Subdivision.
Senior wide receiver Jake
Gaebler will enter his fifth
and final year at Western
and is looking forward to the
opportunities.
“This year, we have a chance
to go to a bowl game, and that’s
something I never thought
I’d have the opportunity to
do when I first came here,”
Gaebler said.
Even though its just a
scrimmage, coach David Elson
isn’t taking the game lightly.
“On Saturday, it’s game day
— that’s what we want our guys
to treat it like,” Elson said.
Unlike years past, there
won’t be a draft to determine
teams. The game will strictly be
offense against defense. Elson
said this change is because of
the depth and injuries of many
players.
The two sides will not only
be competing for bragging
rights, but for a chance to eat a
steak at the team cookout.
“When we have our team
cookout later, the winning
team from the spring game
will eat steaks, while the losing
team will eat hot dogs,” Elson
said. “So it will still be a very
competitive situation with a lot
to play for.”

Elson and his coaching staff
are developing a scoring system
so that the offense, defense and
special teams can all score
points.
The spring game is more
than just a competition for
steaks and bragging rights for
Gaebler.
“Everything I do from now
on is going to be my last time,
so it’s definitely a different
feeling knowing it will be the
last one,” Gaebler said.
Elson will be using
Saturday’s game to adjust some
of the younger players to actual
game days.
“For a lot of these young
guys, (we are wanting them) to
go through a game-day routine
and have as much of a gamelike situation as we can,” Elson
said.
Elson said he will look to
Gaebler to help out a lot of the
younger guys along the way.
“(Gaebler) is an example of
what you point to to the rest of
the guys,” Elson said. “You say
‘Hey, watch this guy’ — the
way he practices, the way he
studies the game, the way he
carries himself on and off the
field — that’s what we want
everybody to be about.”
Gaebler is a fifth-year senior
and said he is using his last year
to do everything he can to help
out the underclassmen.
“We have a very young team,
and every chance I get to help a
young guy out I take advantage
of because they are the future of
our program,” he said.
The Red-White scrimmage
will have free admission
and will take place at 6 p.m.
Saturday at Smith Stadium.

Western’s track and field
team breaks its home meetless streak Saturday, hosting
the WKU Invitational at the
Charles M. Ruter Complex after
weather caused cancellation of
the Hilltopper Relays three
weeks ago.
The meet will be the first
Western has hosted since the
National City Relays two years
and 364 days to April 25.
“It’s good for the program,”
track coach Erik Jenkins
said. “People are going to
come in here and see that
Western Kentucky University
has a quality track team and
facilities.”

!

weekend.
“I pretty much told myself
we’d get this meet in some way
or another,” Morehead said.
“We’ve got everything where
it needs to be to at least get
through this weekend.”
Seating at the Ruter Complex
won’t compare to some of the
track and field powerhouses
around the nation, but fans
in attendance will see some
top competition at the WKU
Invitational.
“There
are
several
nationally-ranked individuals
and relays competing this
weekend and trying to improve
upon qualifying marks,”
Jenkins said.
Senior thrower Sarah
Lambrecht said she’s “excited”

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
She thinks whatever I do is gourmet, but
i don't think either of us knows what it
means. so let's stick with tasty!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

$4.25

8" SUB SANDWICHES

All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1

PEPE®

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

$5.25

Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL

$3.25
PLAIN SLIMS ®
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#5 VITO®

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.®

TW YM
NL J
// NSF
¹8 Q

Bacon, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(The only better BLT is mama's BLT)

to compete at home this
Saturday.
Three years ago, throwing
events didn’t take place at
Smith Stadium with the rest of
the meet, meaning Lambrecht
has yet to show her stuff in
front of the home crowd.
“A few people have family
coming to watch, so that will
be nice,” Lambrecht said. “I
try not to look at where I’m
competing when I throw, but
it’s definitely different.”
Fans can park at either
parking garage beside Diddle
Arena and take a shuttle to
the track, which won’t have
available parking the day of
the meet.
Morehead encouraged those
in attendance to bring a chair.

!"sides !
! Soda Pop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.39/$1.59
! Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie . . . $1.50
! Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle . . . . $0.99
! Extra load of meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25
! Extra cheese or extra avocado spread . . . . . . . . . . $0.75
! Hot Peppers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

JJ UNWICH

JIMMY TO GO ®
CATERING
BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS, PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 75¢ per item (+/–10¢).

! ! JIMMYJOHNS.COM ! !

$7.25

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham, capicola, roast beef,
turkey & provolone, jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

GIANT club sandwiches
My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Real genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB®

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™

Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo, what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

1916 RUSSELLVILLE RD.

270.393.8884

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
© 1 9 8 5 , 2 0 0 2 , 2 0 0 3 , 2 0 0 4 , 2 0 0 7 , 2 0 0 8 J I M M Y J O H N ’ S F R A N C H I S E , L L C A L L R I G H T S R E S E RV E D . We R e s e r ve T h e R i g h t To M a k e A n y M e n u Ch a n g e s .
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Rally

Continued

from sports page

LANCE BOOTH/Herald

Sophomore catcher Matt Rice celebrates after scoring a run. The Toppers beat Eastern with a final score of 11-9.

Comeback

Continued

from sports page

“It’s definitely good for the
hitters to get a bunch of runs today,”
Rice said. “We felt like we were in
battle, and we’re starting to stay
focused with our at-bats up there.”
The Toppers gained an insurance

run in the seventh after Eastern
junior catcher Joey Stevens was
called for catcher’s interference,
which left Rice on second and sent
senior shortstop Terrence Dayleg
to first base with two outs.
Finwood adjusted the batting order
before the game, moving Gaynor and
Rice up to second and third instead
of fourth and fifth in order to give
them some extra at-bats.

DEREON • ROCAWEAR • AKADEMIKS • NEW ERA • BABY PHAT

HIP HOP
FASHIONS

“Carrying the latest in urban fashions”
WKU Mondays-20% off with any college ID
Tuesday-Friday get 10% off
1562 US 31 bypass, Bowling Green, KY
for more information cantact: 270.781.3213

“It’s still the same thing,” Gaynor
said. “We don’t approach the game
any differently. You just try to go up
there and have good at-bats.”
Gaynor went 3-for-5 with two
doubles, scoring five total runs, and
stole three bases on the night, while
Rice was 2-for-4 with two walks.
Rice, who had his 31-game
hitting streak snapped on Saturday
at Arkansas State, said he tries to go

to the plate with the same mentality,
no matter how well he’s batting.
“You’ve got to stay focused the
entire year,” he said. “Over the course
of the number of at-bats we have in
a year, if you can stay focused every
at-bat, that’s the key.”
The Toppers continue a fivegame home stand with a three-game
series against Florida Atlantic,
beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday.

EVISU • APPLE BOTTOM • ENYCE

AKADEMIKS • DEREON • MECCA

Being along first base line and outfield, mere
feet from the playing surface, players can get
an ear-full from fans. Tonight, Western plays
in-state rival Eastern, and amid announced crowd
of 1272, no subject is out of bounds.
This time, Eastern’s Michael Garcia, No. 25 in
right field, is the unlucky opposition recipient of
the fan crowing.
“Number 25, you suck!” yells one fan toward
the Eastern outfield, along with others who chime
in with remarks unsuitable for print.
Some are here more for the social aspect of the
scene than the actual game. While some stand,
leaning along the railing to take in the game, a
number of fans stand back, drinking and talking
about the topics at hand. It’s a mixture of all who
enjoy not just baseball, but enjoy being able to be
outside in warmer weather.
For the baseball enthusiasts, this offers a chance
to get back to their favorite pastime in many ways.
“I love heckling the (opposing) players,”
Madisonville senior Lance Taylor said. “Just
giving them a hard time. It’s really fun to be able
to do that.”
For those who have been here since before
the advent of this wooden oasis on the baseball
diamond, it’s a giant leap forward from what they
saw in the early days as students.
Kyle Mulloy, a graduate student from
Brandenburg, remembers his days as an
undergraduate student at Western and the days of
chain-link outfield fences at field, which are now
replaced by professional-quality walls.
“This is obviously a lot better,” he said. “The
atmosphere is also a whole lot better. Even in
normal games — this isn’t a normal game — but
even in normal games it’s better than it used to be.
Plus the team is better, so that helps a lot too.”
The sun gave way to the night and colder
temperature, but the fans stayed, drinking beer
and enjoying the night air with friends, with the
crowd in Rally Alley slimming out slightly as
conditions got cooler and more clothing would be
needed to be comfortable.
But the days of spring are here, and with them,
the welcome sight of baseball and warm weather
at Denes Field.

COOGI • EVOLUTION • APPLE BOTTOM • EVISU
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Lady Toppers drop two to FAU

RANDALL REARDEN
sports@chherald.com
Junior first baseman Lindsey
Antone said she went into last
night’s Sun Belt Conference
matchup expecting two wins.
Antone said the Lady
Toppers were shocked that the
game didn’t go how they had
hoped, as Western dropped
both games against Florida
Atlantic with game one 4-2
and game two 11-5.
“We definitely didn’t expect
this to happen,” Antone said.
“We expected to come out and
have two wins tonight because
they are at the bottom of our
conference. But they just
took us by surprise. It’s just
something we have to learn
and go with the flow.”
The two losses put the
current Lady Toppers’ losing
streak at three games. This
streak, which was preceded by
a seven game winning streak,
started in the third game of
the series on Saturday against
North Texas in which Western
lost 11-6.
Coach Tyra Perry said
that the team has played well
throughout the season even in
the past three games the Lady
Toppers have dropped.

C Y
M K

“It’s just a growing was just that we had a bad day.
experience,” Perry said. Tomorrow we’re coming out
“We’ve been playing really brand new ready to go.”
well. Sometimes we hit rough
Despite
yesterday’s
patches and we’ve just hit one. shocking set back, Antone
It’s not at an ideal
said she believes
time obviously,
that tomorrow,
but it’s something
the Lady Toppers
that we have got
will pick up
to work through
momentum for the
and that’s what
weekend Sun Belt
we talked about
Conference series
in our huddle.
in Mobile, Ala.,
Maybe this is
against
South
something that
Alabama.
will help us in
“We
just
the long run.”
have to come
Even though
out
and
win
it suffered a
one tomorrow,”
sweep in last
Antone
said.
night’s double“Hopefully with
header, Western
us winning that,
will have another
it will give us
chance to pick
a good vibe for
— Lindsey Antone the weekend. It’s
up a win in the
remaining game
Junior first baseman just one of those
of the series
things you have
against Florida
to put behind you.
Atlantic tonight.
You can’t take it with you
Senior third baseman because if we brought all of
Rebecca Horesky said that the our losses with us, then we
team just has to put last night would never win. We’ll be
out of mind to finish the series fine.”
against the Owls.
The Lady Toppers complete
“We can’t let this affect us,” the series against Florida
Horesky said. “We just have to Atlantic at 5 p.m. at the WKU
keep pushing. I think tonight it Softball Complex.

“We expected to
come out and have
two wins tonight
because they are
at the bottom of
our conference.
But they just took
us by surprise. It’s
just something we
have to learn and
go with the flow.”

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Freshman infielder Amanda Walden comforts senior pitcher Jennifer Kempf after Florida Atlantic
University swept its double header against the Lady Toppers Wednesday evening.
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BASEBALL

rallyalley

LANCE BOOTH/Herald

From left to right: Glasgow junior Michael Taylor, Glasgow junior Jacob Glover and Flemingsburg junior Ben Vice went to the Toppers baseball game during dollar beer night. “If I had my sunflower seeds
we would be in business,” Vice said. “But the beer makes it more interesting,” Taylor said on how they enjoy the game.

an evening on

DAVID HARTEN
sports@chherald.com

Inside the confines of Denes Field, a long
wooden deck stretches along the first base
line, where alongside the sounds like the pop
of a glove and the crack of a bat, the sounds
of students, alumni and fans can be heard
socializing over burgers, beer and baseball.
The “Rally Alley” itself is a sight to be
described. It contains an all-American set-up
— tables and benches, concessions and the

scent of the arrival of spring as it sits tucked
beside the visiting team’s dugout.
Along with being $1 beer night, it’s
also Greek Night, and the letters of many
fraternities and sororities can be spotted on
the chests and backs of students amid the
bermuda shorts, ballcaps and sunglasses.
For the first time nearly all spring the
temperatures are near 80 degrees in Bowling
Green. The beer is proving to be a big draw
—concession workers haul in more kegs of beer
as the demand begins to exceed the supply.

“Usually no one really shows up for
baseball,” Concession Area Supervisor
Heather Bailey said. “... I think it makes the
game go by a lot faster. Because when it’s
dead, it’s dead.”
One of the more unassuming conveniences
of Rally Alley is its location. It faces away
from the evening sun, enabling fans to watch
the game without the need to squint, avoiding
any sight trouble.
S e e R A L LY ,
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Toppers mount late-inning comeback
SARAH HYMAN
sports@chherald.com
The Toppers had rallied from a threerun deficit to take a two-run lead in the late
innings last night to beat Eastern Kentucky
11-9, but coach Chris Finwood still wasn’t
happy.
With runners on first and second in the
top of the eighth inning, freshman Jared
Andreoli hit a sharp single to Eastern
freshman shortstop Richie Rodriguez and
was called out at first by first base umpire
Bryon Martin.
Finwood ran onto the field screaming
at Martin, who threw Finwood out of the

game after a few minutes.
The coach hurled his hat on the ground,
screamed some more, picked the hat up
calmly and stalked off the field.
“I wasn’t happy for most of the game,
which is the reason I exited the game,”
Finwood said. “Sometimes in baseball, your
guys need to see you fighting for them.”
The Toppers (28-10, 14-4 Sun Belt
Conference) added the Colonels to the long
list of teams they’ve defeated at Denes Field.
Western is 21-1 at home this season,
best in program history.
Junior third baseman Wade Gaynor
said the team takes a lot of pride from
being able to defend its home territory so

GET INSIDE THE GAME

well.
“It’s our place, and we really do want
to win every game we play here,” he said.
“We want to win every game period, but
being able to do it at home is something
that we’re really focused on.”
The Toppers scored three runs in the
first two innings, but Eastern used a fourrun third inning to take a 7-4 lead heading
into the sixth.
Western responded with consecutive
three-run innings, however, taking a 9-8 lead
on sophomore designated hitter Matt Rice’s
two-RBI double in the seventh inning.
See COMEBACK,
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ALSO CHECK OUT
SPRING FOOTBALL

Western’s annual red-white game is at 6 p.m.
Saturday at Smith Stadium. PAGE 13

SOFTBALL
Become a follower of chheraldsports
for breaking news and updates.

page

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Junior second baseman Matt Payton attempts to avoid Eastern freshman catcher A.J. Jamison after attempting to turn a double play
Wednesday night. Western came out on top against Eastern 11-9.

Western faced Sun Belt Conference foe Florida
Atlantic on Wednesday night. PAGE 15

VOLLEYBALL TRYOUTS
Western volleyball is having an open
tryout on April 30 to fill a walk-on setter
position for next fall.
If interested they need to call the
Western volleyball office at 745-7090 by
April 29 for more information.
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